
The Kia Sportage. 
Anniversary Edition.



This mobile brochure allows you
to discover the main features and
highlights of the Kia Sportage 
Anniversary Edition conveniently
via your mobile phone. If you 
require more  detailed information
on any topic at any point while
you browse, simply click the 
button and you’ll be directed to
the Kia Sportage Anniversary
Edition full product page, which
can also be easily shared and
printed.

Information at
your fingertips. 

Discover More
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 30 years of  
endless inspiration.
Now bolder than ever.

Celebrating three decades of bold design herit-
age, the Kia Sportage Anniversary Edition is a 
limited edition with exclusive style and unique 
design features. This special edition boasts strik-
ing design additions and is available in various 
powertrain options.
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Refined style 
inside and out.

 Design
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High glossy black mirror and 
privacy glass windows.
Two standout modifications that 
add a touch of refined styling to 
the Anniversary Edition.

Stand-out alloy wheels.
Make heads turn with 19” wheels in black 
(ICE and PHEV) and 18” wheels in anthra-
cite (HEV).
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Two-tone roof. 
The two-tone roof accentuates the dis-
tinctive design of the Anniversary Edition, 
showcasing the style credentials of the 
Kia Sportage from every angle.

High glossy black contour lines at the 
side windows and spoiler.
Details that pay homage to Sportage’s 
sports utility heritage.
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Deco insert with a dark chrome finish. 
Details that emphasize the outstanding 
athleticism of the Kia Sportage’s sleek 
contours. 

Skid plate in dark chrome.
Sure to leave behind a bold first 
impression. 
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A sophisticated space. 
The cabin includes a black headliner,  
enhancing the bold SUV-style interior with 
refined and stylish details.

Interior Design

Dedicated Midnight Green colour.
The seats are crafted from a combination 
of artificial leather and suede, creating a 
real highlight in terms of appearance, 
touch, and feel.
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12.3-inch Dual Panoramic Displays.
The displays seamlessly complement 
the exquisite interior craftsmanship 
throughout the cockpit and dash-
board. They offer integrated touch-
screen navigation, providing users 
with an immersive experience.
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Static and moving imagery are used for illustration purposes only.
Final product may show differences in comparison to the images
employed. The models and specifications shown in this brochure
may vary from the models available in your market. Due to the
limits of the printing process, the car body colours shown may
differ slightly from actual colours. Please contact your local Kia
dealer for the most recent information. 

Legal Disclaimer.


